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Abstract 

This article throws light on the Mahatma Vidur’s Succession Planning approach for 
the renowned Kingdom of the Kuru with the Capital at Hastinapur where he was acting 
as Sachiv i.e. Mantri of the Kingdom. He remained extremely worried and concerned 
about the key burning issues of succession of the said Kingdom. That is why he always 
had centralized focus on the succession planning of the Kuru Kingdom. The author 
attempts to explicate the various hurdles that came in the way of Vidur while 
approaching succession planning for the kingdom.  

Vow by the Great Bhishma  

At the very outset, the most able,efficient, strong and sturdy, blessed with unique boon 
Devvrata, known as the Great Bhishma Pitamah had taken a mammoth vow/ oath not to 
get married in order to give a way to Dhritrashtra and Pandu.  

His Own Sacrifice  

We all are aware that in Mahabharata, Dhritrashtra was the son of Ambika and Learned 
Vyas while Pandu was the son of Ambalika and Learned Vyas. Vidur was the son of 
Parishrami, who was a dasi, and Learned Vyas. In this way he was half-brother of 
Pandu and Dhritrashtra. In relation to Pandavas and Kauravas, he was their uncle. 
Inspite of the same, Mahatma Vidur never bowed a seed for his own nomination as the 
King as he met all conditions except that he was simply dasi Putra.  He set a noble 
example of sacrificing such a big opportunity to be the Ruler of Hastinapur. He was a 
Dharmatma in his previous birth and as Dharmatma he had not forgiven the most 
innocent mistake or Sin of one Rishi, Mandilya and made him to hang ordered by the 
King. Rishi Mandilya argued that he committed this sin in his childhood when he was 
innocent and hence accordingly must be given mild punishment. Rishi Mandilya gave a 
curse to Dharmatama to take birth in Mrutyulok in the womb of a dasi, and get 
confused lifelong in resolving complicated disputes for bringing fair treatment and 
justice in the Kingdom. Thus Mahatma Vidur could not capitalize to claim his stake as 
the successor of King VichitraVirya . 

Judiciary in Blood of Mahatma Vidur being Dharmatma  

Mahatma Vidur was very outspoken, bitter, brave, strategically minded and straight 
forward personality. He was a man of perfection, compliance and believed in strict 
adherence to the Corporate Governance of his time. He was always worried about the 
stakeholders mainly Prajajans being the true owners. That is why, he always wished an 
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able, efficient, faithful, Progressive, faultless Promoters or the Management to lead the 
Kuru Kingdom. These issues kept him continuously worried for the succession planning 
of the Kuru Kingdom. 

 The lifestyle principles of Mahatma Vidur and the Vidur Niti, explained in the 
following shlokas looks appropriate to deal with every situation.  

Sudurbalam Navajanati kanchidhyakto ripum sevate buddhi purvam I 

Na vigraham rochayate balaisthaiyah kale cha yo vikramate sa dhira II  

Vidur Niti Adhyay 33 Shloka 87  

Meaning :- One who is a wise person will not disregard even a weak rival who pushes 
himself with intelligence in respect of a rival, curiously  watching for an inn, who does 
not desire aggression with persons stronger than himself and who shows his expertise in 
season.   

Dhritrashtra and disability  

Being Divyang, Dhritrashtra  was not as such eligible to be the King consequently , 
younger brother Pandu was made the King. 

Mahatma Vidur knew that Dhritrashtra was elder than Pandu and he was poised to be 
the Kuru King. Vidur the Mantri/ Sachiva impartially objected Dhritrashtra's claim to 
throne. According to him a Divyang cannot rule the Kingdom  as he will not be in a 
position to watch the feelings of the People/Prajajan, protect interest of the Stakeholders 
and be able to see the tears in their eyes, and consequently would not be in a position to 
make well-informed and rational decisions. It was only when Pandu abandoned Kuru 
Kingdom and went to forest, Divyang Dhritarashtra was seated on the throne. Great 
Bhishma and Mahatma Vidur took over the entire responsibility.  

Power  Hungry Duryodhan led Hastinapur to Partition  

Mahatma Vidur had closely observed Duryodhan since his childhood days and 
witnessed existence of greediness and jealousy and power hungry nature in him. He was 
always worried about right successor to be seated as Yuvraj and later as the King. 

Being the eldest son, Yudhisthir became a legal claimant to the throne. But due to the 
insistence of Duryodhan, Dhritrashtra being in the possession of the kingdom was 
rather forced to do the partition of the Empire albeit with the consent of Yudhisthir so 
as to satisfy both the claimants of Kuru dynasty i.e. Duryodhan and Yudhisthir. Thus 
succession planning was for a short while achieved through partition. 

The following Sholka from the well known Vidur Niti is relevant here considering the 
approach and behaviour of Power hungry Duryodhan.  

Pragnasharenabhi hatsaya  jantochikitsakah santi na choushadhani I 

Na ho mantra na cha mangalani nathvarna napyagadah sushidha II 
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Vidur Niti Adhyay 37 Sholka 54 

Meaning :- There are no curable aushadhi or treatment for one who has been egoistic 
but roaming wearing turban of wisdom. In the case of such a human being  no  mantras 
of yagya or homa, pious attitudes, mantras of the Atharva Veda and even any efforts to 
bring realisation are effective.     

Dhritrashtra’s inclination towards Duryodhan to be successor and  Pandavas 
Rights deprived  

Mahatma Vidur was fully aware about the limitation of Ruler Dhritrashtra who was 
Divyang since birth. That apart his another key limitation was that he was more inclined 
and influenced by his Power greedy son Duryodhan who was mislead by his Brother –
in-Law, an ill hearted Shakuni. Those two never allowed Pandavas to rule Kingdom 
which was their birth right.  

Mahatma Vidur realized that under the regime of Dhritrashtra, the Kuru Kingdom was 
not  safe,  was ruled abruptly, and there was chaos in the Kingdom with feeling of 
insecurity amongst stakeholders. This added fuel to the to the worries of Mahatma 
Vidur.  

Mahatma Vidur’s foresight –Pandavas escape from Varnavrat  

He played a key role to help Pandavas escape Varnavrat i.e. Laskshagrah so that 
Kingdom had one more opportunity  to get right caretaking successors. This was 
because Stakeholders prayed for very truthful, courageous, generous successors who 
would respect Dharma and Karma both in true spirit. Pandavas truly deserved to be as 
the true Claimant or successor to rule.  

Warning to Pandavas by Mahatma Vidur on Dice Game  

Even when Duryodhan invited Pandavas to play Dice Game (JUGAD), Mahatma Vidur 
was the person who smelt malicious intention of Cunning Shakuni and Power hungry  
Duryodhan who played and violatedrules. . Mahatma Vidur also warned Pandavas but it 
was all destiny he knew. He was the only person amongst all Dignitaries present in 
Assembly to openly object and raised his voice against dirty incident of Draupadi 
Chirharan. Then later Gandhari criticised  the whole episode and Pandavas went for 
Vanvas for 12 years and final 13th Yearin Exile. Mahatma Vidur was keeping an eye  on 
Pandavas whereabouts even during that critical period and kept insider sensitive 
information with him and did not disclose to anyone. Thus Mahatma Vidur was always 
watchful and worried about the true successor of Hastinapur / Kuru Kingdum .    

Sacrificing his Mantri/Sachiv Position   

Mahatma Vidur when openly and badly insulted by Duryodhan in presence of all on the 
above incident, he realized that Dharma had no place there. He never bowed down  and 
he walked away by resigning as the Mantri/Sachiv. This shows his sacrifice of giving 
up of his position. He himself never walked on the Adharma Path and neither wished 
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anyone abetting adharma and asataya i.e. Compliance and transparent Governance. 
Thus it showed Mahatma Vidur always had a vision for Right Successor of the 
Hastinapur /Kuru Kingdum and could not tolerate any wrong successor.       

Considering the above incident from his own Vidur Niti, the following Shloka perfectly 
fits for Mahatma Vidur ji himself as he had no pain in giving up his Mantri/ Sachiv 
position .  

Sukham cha dukham cha bhavabhovay Labhalabhom maranyum  jeevitum cha I 

Paryayasha sarvamih sprushanti tasmaduiro naiva hrushyena shochet II 

Vidur Niti Adhyay 36 Sholka 45 

Meaning :- One who finds himself balanced both in happiness and sorrow, in infinite 
and emptiness, profit and loss, life and death is such self controlled Sthitpragya Gyani 
who never finds difference in cheerfulness nor despair and in pain.   

Ashwatthama killed  Sons of Pandavas as revenge  

After the great Mahabharat War Pandavas remaining sons were then  killed by 
Ashwatthama. This left Pandavas remaining without any children/issues except that 
Abhimanyu’s Son Parikshit left alive with the blessings of the Lord Krishna .   

Mahatma Vidur’s vision came true and Dharma and Satya finally Triumphed  

As we know both Yudhisthir and Mahatma Vidur represented Dharma being one coin 
with same symbols on two sides. Mahatma Vidur was finally relieved of his worry of 
succession of the Kuru Kingdom when Pandavas finally were War winners and 
emerged as right successors.They ruled for few more years and stakeholders were also 
happy. Of Course, Lord Krishna played a key role for Pandavas especially Arjuna to 
lead the Chariot to victory. This confirms that when Rulers are on the right Path 
Almighty is with them in their testing times.  

Lesson  

The lesson here is that succession successfully runs through only if the meaning 
objectives and Policies of true Dharma and Karma  are followed by everyone. If we are 
on the same path then we are blessed by the boon of Lord Krishna and true 
Sachiv/Mantri like Mahatma Vidur who never bothered to advise  with bitter  truth to 
the Ruler even to the extent of losing his own position.  

Thus, Mahatma Vidur believed in true Compliance, framing judicious objectives 
/policies, Corporate Governance with all transparency thereby protecting the 
Stakeholders/Prajajans i.e. People and his proficiency in every sphere of knowledge and 
last but not least his deep thoughts on succession planning for the Kuru Kingdom. 


